


South African Reply Coupons since 1907 

 

Scope and importance of exhibit 

This exhibit shows the different types of (A) UPU International Reply Coupons (IRCs) issued by South 

Africa from the inception of the service in 1907 until South Africa ceased to issue them in 2017; and (B) 

Imperial (later Commonwealth) Reply coupons from inception in 1927 until South Africa left the 

Commonwealth in 1962. It traces the change in the selling price of coupons. Its importance lies: in the 

extent of coverage; in several important rarities; and in that it may be the first exhibit to attempt this.   

UPU Reply Coupons 

The UPU International Reply Coupon was initiated by the sixth Congress of the UPU held in Rome in 

1906. At the time, prior to the Union of South Africa (31 May 1910) the four colonies (Cape, Natal, 

Transvaal, and Orange River) were all members of the UPU and were entitled to opt to sell coupons: three 

did but the Orange River Colony did not until after Union in 1910. Article 11 of the Rome Convention 

stipulated they be sold for not less than 28 centimes, and be exchangeable for postage stamps of a face 

value of 25 centimes, this being the international letter rate for letters up to 15g or ½ oz. The Rome 

Convention took effect on 1 October 1907. 

The coupons were printed and distributed through the UPU’s International Bureau in Berne, are 

watermarked, and since 2002 have included a security hologram. The design types are known by the UPU 

Congress that adopted them; the first, the Rome design, appeared in 8 types, it was followed by the London 

(9 types), Vienna (13 types) Lausanne (10), Peking (4), Nairobi (2), Doha (1) and Istanbul (1) designs. The 

front of each coupon (originally in French and the language(s) of the issuing country) is now printed in 

French (which remains the official language of the UPU, though the Seoul Congress adopted English as a 

second working language). The reverse text, originally in German, English, Spanish and Italian, has since 

the 1960s used German, English, Arabic, Chinese, Spanish, and Russian. South Africa did not get every 

type for sale and got none for the period of expulsion from the UPU (1984 to 1995).  

Imperial Commonwealth) Reply Coupons 

A meeting of British Empire delegates to the Stockholm UPU Congress in 1924 agreed to issue these where 

the exchange value would be the Imperial letter rate (then 1½d where the UPU rate was 3d). The South 

African Imperial Reply Coupons were first issued on 11 April 1927. They were renamed Commonwealth 

Reply Coupons in 1953 when a new design/model was introduced. South Africa ceased to issue them on 1 

April 1962 following the country’s withdrawal from the British Commonwealth.  

Highlights of the display  

• A Cape Colony UPU Coupon issued in October 1907 (rare, and believed to be the earliest known date); 

• An unissued Orange River Colony UPU coupon (not previously recorded except in the 1952 

presentation folders given to UPU delegates); 

• Rome UPU types VI, VII and VIII (6d, 5d, and 5d); 

• Uncut proof pairs of the London UPU types XVIn (9d), XVII (10c Union) and XVII (10c RSA). 

• Imperial Types I, II, & VI with error overprint   
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